
150KG Portable Cart Folding Dolly Push Truck Hand Collapsible Luggage
Trolley

RRP: $294.95

When you need something to move heavy items but you don't have a lot

of storage space, this folding hand trolley by Randy & Travis Machinery

gives you the best of both worlds. With its weight-carrying capacity of 330

pounds, it can help you move most furniture and large appliances with

ease. As it is crafted from lightweight, strong aluminium, its own weight

won't add much to the load – making it easy to move items from one

place to another. Just like the dollies they use in warehouses in all the big

box stores, this hand truck can do it all. But with its folding capabilities,

you can easily store it in your garage, storage room or even the boot of

your car without taking up much space.

Don't limit this versatile tool to moving large items. It's a time- and labour-

saver when you want to take luggage, sports equipment, coolers, or

picnic baskets out to your car for a holiday or a weekend trip to the beach.

It's rust-proof and wear-resistant, and it only takes seconds to unfold and

use – no assembly required. Resting on sturdy PVC wheels with built-in

bearings, it's easy to use, even for smaller persons. After you've finished

using it, it folds quickly for storage. Perfect for use at trade shows, athletic

competitions, or deliveries, it can do double duty on the job as well. With

its anti-skid construction, it will never let you down.

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Material: Rust-proof aluminium alloy and heavy-duty plastic with
PVC wheels
Colour: Silver, black
Weight capacity: 330 lbs
Dimensions (folded): 48 x 5 x 75cm
Dimensions (unfolded): 108 x 48 x 53cm
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